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INTRODUCTION 

Hydroelectric dams on the Columbia andlsnake Rivers have 

substantially affected downstream-migrating\jUVenile salmonids. 

Raymond (1988) and Williams (1989) summarized the effects of dams 

, d l' 't' d 'd' t I 1" fIn e aYlng mlgra lon an cauSlng lrec mo ta ltles rom 

atmospheric gas supersaturation and passage through turbines. 

Bell (1981) estimated turbine passage morta~ities of 8 to 19% for 
I 

juvenile salmonid populations based on rese~rch conducted 

primarily in the 1950s and 1960s. 

As a result of expected cumulative morialities to juvenile 

migrants passing through turbines, considerable research has been 

directed toward developing structures to gUi~e fish away from 

turbines into juvenile collection or bypass systems at all 

Columbia and Snake River dams. However, the effects on fish 

survival of changed hydraulic conditions resulting from 

installation of these guidance devices in tu l bine intakes have 

not been studied. Moreover, past turbine su~vival tests have 

sometimes lacked standardization and rePlica~ion of test 

conditions and were performed under operatiopal and pool
I 

conditions that differ from the present. Thfrefore, using 

turbine survival estimates derived from past data and applying 

them to current studies may not be wise, sin~e the data are based 
: 
1 

on a few selected studies under passage condttions that may no 

longer exist. 

This paper addresses some of the issues concerning juvenile 

salmonid passage and survival through hydroeiectric turbines in 

I .the Columbia and Snake Rivers. It presents ~ summary of surVlva1 
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estimates and their application to existing liver conditions. In 

addition, it reviews the methodologies and technologies used in 

calculating survival rates and makes recomme'dations for future 

work. Discussion is limited to Kaplan turbi;es since they are 

the principal turbine type in the juvenile m'gration corridor. A 

comprehensive review of the literature was neither intended nor 

. d l ' per f orme.d Rather, the synthesls an analys~s of pertlnent data 

from selected publications formed the core flr much of the 

following discussion and subsequent recommenhations. 

BACKGROUND 

Causes of Injury and Mortality
 

Fish passing through turbines can be in~ured by physical
 
I

impact with wicket gates, stay vanes, or tu~ ine blades, or by 

rapid pressure changes in localized zones of cavitation and 

decompression. Injuries can also result fror shear effects 

caused by the boundary between two different, levels of flow and 

turbulence (Eicher Associates 1987) Long ,nd Marquette (1967) 

identified several areas within turbines th1t may be of special 

concern. These included the space between 1tay vanes and wicket 

gates and the space at the base of the blade, on either side of 

the shaft or between the blade tip and discJarge (distributor) 

ring (Fig. 1). Additional areas of concern are the trailing edge 

of the runner blade and the end or hub of tne runner, because of 

the possibility of low pressures. cavitati1n, turbulence, and 

shear forces are the general risks encountened by fish passing 

these areas. Cada (1990) suggested that thJ area with the most 
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Figure 1.--Location of principal turbine areas that may affect 
fish passage. 
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potential for mortalities may be behind the lurbine blade because 

of the momentary decompression that occurs ih that area. 

Attempts to identify specific causes of injury and mortality 

have been hampered by the difficulty of obse ving actual fish 

passage within the turbine. Definitive rela ionships between 

injury types and their causes are difficult (to establish, with 

the possible exception of swim bladder ruptu es. However, it is 

likely that most injuries and mortalities ar principally the 

result of pressure changes and mechanical da age according to the 

assessments of Stokesbury and Dadswell (1991 in their turbine 

passage study on American shad (Alosa sapidissima), alewives 

(A. pseudoharengus), and Atlantic herring (C upea harengus) . 

Furthermore, the magnitude of injury ani mortality appears 

to be inversely related to turbine efficienc (Oligher and 

Donaldson 1966, Groves 1972, Bell 1981). Turbine efficiency is 

in turn determined by the wicket gate openint, the blade angle 

setting, and especially by the relationship ~etween runner and 

tailwater depth (Bell et al. 1967). 

Besides causing direct, physically disafuling stress, 
I 

injuries, and mortalities, turbine passage mty disorient fish or 

increase their vulnerability to predation an& disease. In fact, 

the relative importance of direct and indirelt mortality needs to 

I 
be determined under different passage condit ons. There has been 

considerable discussion as to whether the st ess from turbine 

passage is indiscriminate, affecting all fisfi equally (Brett 

1958), or discriminate, affecting some fish Jut not others 

(Ruggles 1980, 1985). It is most likely a clmbination of the 
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two. Some fish may be subject to specific lolalized pressure 

conditions or contact with mechanical obstructions, whereas the. 

whole population is likely affected by the 1aPid acceleration and 

deceleration experienced during turbine passage. As yet 

unidentified are the extent of stress-related mortalities and the 

effects of cumulative stresses (i.e., the r1sultant stress from 

multi-dam passage) on fish health, conditi01' and long-term 

survival. For example, Sigismondi and Webe (1988) determined 

that stress effects were cumulative for juvenile chinook salmon 

(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and resulted in equilibrium loss, 

abnormal behavior, and longer recovery peridds after handling. 

Methods for Estimating Sur ivaI
 

Studies to evaluate turbine passage ha
 e generally compared 

the recapture rates of marked fish released into turbine intakes 

with those of marked fish released in the vicinity of the 

draft-tube exit or tailrace. A variety of iifferent techniques 

have been used to aid in the recovery of maJked fish. These 

include external devices such as balsa box enclosures, cloth bags 

with balloons (Donaldson 1954), polystyrene floats (Johnson 

1970), and recently, an inflatable tag (HI-~ Turb'n Tag 1 
) 

(Heisey et al. 1992) All of these devices, though highly 

visible, may affect fish passage through the, turbine. Test and 

control fish have also been marked with tat~oos, freeze brands, 

coded-wire tags, and more recently, passive integrated 

transponder (PIT) tags. Stier and Kynard ( 986) and Giorgi 

Reference to trade names does not imply en~orsement by the 
National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA. I 

1 
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et al. (1988) also used radio tags to track fish passage. 

However, with radio tags, there were concer s regarding the 

inability to distinguish between live and d
 ad fish during the
 

tracking process, and the effects of tag siJe and fish size on 

vertical distribution. Moreover, the size 0lf the available radio 

tags limited their use to fish larger than he general 

outmigration population of chinook salmon. 

One strategy for the recovery of test 'iSh has been 

placement of nets in the immediate turbine 0rtfall area. Fyke 

nets, if positioned correctly, can capture t e majority of fish 

exiting a turbine draft tube. Similarly, large nets that strain 

the entire flow from a draft tube have been Lsed. These direct 

capture methods, because of their potential n recovering the 

majority of passed fish, have the advantage providing 

information on the quantity and type of inju ies. Also, releases 

of control fish into the draft tube exit or rirectlY in front of 

the recovery gear can provide estimates of the majority of 

recovery gear bias. 

However, there are several disadvantage, of the direct 

capture method: nets can be costly; test fish are exposed to the 

effects of both turbine passage and recovery gear; passage 

effects over several dams may be additive; and for the majority 

of applications in the Columbia and Snake Riters, large nets 

enclosing draft-tube exits are impractical, ,iven the volume and 

flow of water under normal operating conditions. 

A second strategy of recovery involves ampling for test and 

control fish farther downstream with scoop tlaps, fyke nets, 
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gatewell collection devices at downstream dabs, and downstream 

beach seines. The primary advantage of this ~ethod lies in its 

relative low cost. The major disadvantage i~ the large number of 

fish needed for release, since recovery propbrtions are very low. 

A secondary disadvantage is that random mixi g of test and 

control fish at the recovery sites is assumed but cannot be 

guaranteed. The method also assumes that lolses due to delayed 

mortality and predation, as consequences of burbine passage, can 

be factored out, using results from the conti 01 releases. 

Adult recoveries have also been used to assess survival, but 

use has been limited because of the long waiting period prior to 

recovery and the extremely large numbers of lest and control fish 

that must be released to provide sufficient umbers of adult 

returns. 

Turbine Survival Studie 
at Columbia and Snake River Dams 

Holmes (1952) initiated survival studies 
I 

for fish passing 
I 

turbines in the Columbia River system in 1938. These studies 

I . .
continued through 1944, with the release of fln-cllpped 

subyearling fall chinook salmon at Bonnevilll Dam and subsequent 

recovery of adult fish. Because some of the releases were made 

in the forebay, turbine passage survival (rarge between 85 and 

89%) may have been underestimated. Weber (lj54) estimated 

survival of 96.1% of subyearling chinook salmon released into 

turbines at the same dam. Survival was estiTated without benefit 

of a control group, and was based on the fyke-net recovery of 

2.1% of the test fish. 
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Schoeneman et al. (1961) presented the results of a multi 

year study at McNary and Big Cliff Darns inv91ving subyearling and 
I 

yearling chinook salmon. Results from stud'es at the latter darn, 

although on the Santiam River and not on the Columbia River, were 

considered representative of main-stern Kapl In turbines. Fish 

identified by tattoo marks were released in~o the turbine intakes 

and below the darns and recovered with downs ream scoop traps. No 

significant differences were detected betwe~n release groups 

recovered at either darn. No significant di ferences were 

observed between year classes, or between different turbines 

within McNary Darn. The data for both darns lere therefore pooled, 

and resulted in an estimated combined turbin!e pas sage survival of 
I 

89% (95% confidence interval [CI] = 87-91%) .1 Mortalities and 

injuries were reportedly the result of cavitation effects and 

contact with turbine components. 

Long et al. (1968) released yearling hal chery coho salmon 
I 

(0. kisutch) below the ceiling of a turbine ~ntake (Unit 2B) at 

Ice Harbor Darn and also into the turbine discharge front and 

backrolls. Recaptures from purse seining in the Ice Harbor Darn 

tailrace and dipnetting out of gatewells at McNary Darn were used 

to assess survival. The authors reported an estimated turbine 

survival between 81 and 90%, with a substant'al loss due to 

predation. 

In a subsequent experiment at Lower Monumental Darn with 

hatchery coho salmon, Long et al. (1975) est'mated an overall 

survival of 80% with a range of 76 to 83%. ~est fish were 

branded and released at various locations in Turbine 3 and 
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controls were released downstream into the rontroll. Recoveries 

were made at the Ice Harbor Dam fingerling ,ollection system and 

at McNary Dam gatewells. Predation was not mentioned as a 

factor. 

The first direct estimate of mortality for spring chinook 

salmon and steelhead (0. mykiss) was provid d by Oligher and 

Donaldson (1966) from Big Cliff Dam. Recap ure nets were 

fastened directly to the turbine draft tube Different gate 

openings at different heads were examined, qnd survival was 

estimated at approximately 95% when the turJines were operated at 

highest efficiency. 

Raymond and Sims (1980) examined hatchery fall chinook 

salmon passage at John Day Dam. Freeze-bra Ided fish were 

released into the turbine intake and 3.2 km downstream from the 

dam, 30 m from the shore, in groups of 120,000 and 121,200, 

respectively. Turbine operations were at f 11 load. The authors 

estimated a survival of 87% (95% CI = 81-92%) in fish recovered 

at the Dalles Dam sluiceway. 

Lower survival estimates were derived b Giorgi and 

Stuehrenberg (1988) for yearling spring chinook salmon released 

at Lower Granite Dam. Three groups of PIT-tagged fish from the 

Rapid River Hatchery were released into Turbine 3, and a similar 

number of control fish were released downstrram of the same 

unit's discharge boil. River discharge was fharacterized as no 

spill, low flow. Fish were detected by the ~ittle Goose Dam PIT-

tag detectors, and turbine passage, survival I as estimated at 83% 

(95% CI = 74-92%). Three explanatlons for t e lower than usual 
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estimates were provided: 1) spring chinook salmon yearlings 

might be more susceptible than other species to the effects of 

turbine passage; 2) turbine efficiency and 1ther turbine passage 

conditions might have been less conducive fdr survival than in 

other studies; and 3) the duration and distJnce traveled by the 

released fish were considerably longer in t1is compared with 

other studies, increasing the opportunity for additional 

mortality. 

The most recent turbine survival studi s were presented by 

project compared survival among turbine, sp'llway, and bypass 

releases with corresponding releases downst earn from the dam. 

Seining and recovery at a site 100 km downstream from Bonneville 

Dam yielded near-term results, while adult eturns and 

contribution to the fishery are anticipated to yield long-term 

survival estimates for the different release groups. Relative 

turbine passage-survival estimates were deriLed from multiple 

elow the turbinereleases of fish at four locations: 1) 1 m 

intake ceiling (simulating the absence of SU1bmerged traveling 

screens [STS]); 2) 1 m below the effective ~ePth of the STS 

emplaced in a turbine intake; 3) at the fron~roll of the tailrace 
I 

section of the turbine; and 4) 2.5 km downstlream from the dam. 

Differences in survival between fish released at the two turbine 

locations would indicate the difference bet een the effects of 

passage near the runner hub (no STS; higher survival) and passage 

closer to the runner blades (below STS; lower survival) . 
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Recoveries from releases at the frontroll w~uld indicate tailrace 
I 

passage effects, and those from downstream releases would 

represent control fish without passage effeJts. The results for 
I 

three study-years indicated that there were no significant 

differences between lower and upper turbine releases and that 

although the frontroll release averaged a 3 higher recovery rate 

than the two turbine releases, the differen1e was not 

significant. However, survival of the down~tream release group 

was significantly higher than that of other groups, indicating a 

substantial near-dam effect. 

In summary, turbine passage-survival stLdies for the 
I 

Col umbia and Snake Rivers began in the 1940 s: and have continued 
I 

on a sporadic basis to the present. The results are summarized 

in Table 1. Point estimates of survival have been variable, 

ranging from 80 to 97-98%. The average pass~ge survival, based 

on the nine point estimates, is approximately 90%. This 

approximates the 85% turbine passage-surviva~ estimate (combined 

direct and indirect mortality) that has generallY been applied to 

fish passage models and other applications. Of the nine studies 

I
mentioned in this report, only two (Giorgi a~d Stuehrenberg 1988, 

Ledgerwood et al. 1990) have been conducted ithin the last 10 

. . I, 1 ' years. Slnce the 1950s, turblne passage-surylva estlmates 
I 

havebeen derived for Bonneville, John Day, MeNary, Ice Harbor, 
I 

Lower Monumental, and Lower Granite Dams. 

These studies have generally been condu~ted to determine 

passage survival but were not designed to cltrify cause and 

effect relationships and mechanisms. In the context of Eicher 



Table 1.--Turbine survival estimates for Columbia and Snake River salmonids. 

Authors Dam Species Recovery Survival 
method (% ) 

Holmes 1952 

Weber 1954 

Schoeneman et al. 1961 

Oligher and Donaldson 1966 

Long et al. 1968 

Long et al. 1975 

Raymond and Sims 1980 

Giorgi and Stuehrenberg 1988 

Ledgerwood et al. 1990 

Bonneville 

Bonneville 

McNary & 
Big Cliff 

Big Cliff 

Ice Harbor 

Lower 
Monumental 

Johnp~y 

Lower Granite 

Bonneville 
PH 2 

Subyearling 
chinook salmon 

Subyearling 
chinook salmon 

Subyearling 
and yearling 
chinook salmon 

Yearling chinook 
salmon and 
steelhead 

Yearling coho 
salmon 

Yearling 
coho salmon 

;Lllh~e_ar.ling 

chinook salmon 

Yearling chinook 
salmon 

Subyearling chinook 
salmon 

Adult returns 

Fyke nets 

Scoop traps 

Direct
 
recapture
 

The Dalles Dam 
sluiceway 

Ice Harbor & 
McNary Dams 

-T-he--Da-l-l-e-s--B-am 
sluiceway 

Little Goose 
Dam 

Downstream
 
seines
 

85-89 

96.1 

89 
(95% CI= 
87-91) 

95.0 

81-90 I-' 
N 

80.0 
(Range 
76-83) 

-8
(95% CI= 
81-92) 

83.1 
(95% CI= 
74.1-92.2) 

97-98 
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I
Associates (1987), the investigations have been informative 

rather than exploratory in that the Objectite was to determine 

typical mortality levels rather than to assss the effects on 

fish survival from changing turbine operati,ns. Variables such 

as species, age and size of fish, release methods and locations, 

recovery methods (location and efficiency), lin-river flow 

regimes, and turbine configurations have no l been consistently 

investigated, largely because of the restriated goals and scopes 

of the projects. Consequently, the results iOf those studies 

cannot be integrated to provide any predict1ve capability. 

Further, with the exception of recent Bonneiille Darn studies 

(Ledgerwood et al. 1990), the studies were Jot directed toward 

answering questions about possible changes in turbine passage 

survival after the installation of guidance ~eVices. Neither did 

those studies address the effects of flow rerimes through 

turbines with different lengths or different[y configured 

guidance devices or the effects of increased predation and the 

changing composition of hatchery and wild firh. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE 

Marking Techniques 

I .
Among the existing marking techniques, fIT tags contlnue to 

hold the most promise for rapid and accurate individual fish 

identification. Their advantages include in errogation of live 

fish without handling, positive identificati n of uniquely tagged 

fish without the possibility of human error, availability of a 

system-wide data-base, and relative lack of effects on behavior 
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and other traits of tagged fish. Major distdvantages are higher 

costs, limited detection distance, and the lnability, for the 

most part, to interrogate fish other than i bypass systems at 

dams or water diversion facilities. Coded-.ire tags may be 
I 

satisfactory for long-term studies with adu t recoveries but are 

otherwise limited for individual fish ident fication and recovery 

of tags without sacrifice. Freeze-brands s ffer from low and 

variable recovery rates due to human error in brand application, 

reading, and interpretation (McCutcheon and Giorgi 1990). Radio-

tracking has promise in tracking fish movement, but tag size 

relative to fish size and the inability to Jark and track large 

numbers of fish remain serious problems. 

A new marking methodology that has beel promoted recently 

for turbine passage survival studies is the HI-Z Turb'n Tag 

(Heisey et al. 1992). With use of the tag, direct recovery of 

live, injured, and dead fish immediately af er passage through 

turbines may be possible, providing the tag remains intact and 

attached to the fish. The HI-Z Turb'n Tag ~otentially shares the 

limitations of older, externally attached t Igs such as the 

polystyrene float; persistence of the exter1allY attached tag is 

questionable because tags are attached via ,ins through the 

dorsal musculature, and may affect swimming ability or behavior. 

Also, the location and size of the tag may Iter normal fish 

lh ,passage through the turbines. However, 1'f ~ ese 1"lmltatlons can 

be addressed successfully, the potential fo I direct recovery of 

tagged fish for absolute determinations of survival and degree of 

morbidity or mortality would enhance fish passage research. 
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In recent years, statistical methodologies that are 

principally focused on release-recapture models have been 

formalized to address turbine survival studles (e.g., Burnham et 

al. 1987). In combination with PIT-tag ide~tification at 

downstream detector sites and some knOWledgt of fish guidance 

efficiencies and projected survival rates, jamPle sizes can be 

established for the desired precision of the survival estimator. 

I 
For example, Table 2 was prepared to determine sample sizes 

necessary to compare survival of yearling cJinook salmon released 

either in the sluiceway or in the turbine aJ Ice Harbor Darn. 

I 
Variables included sluiceway survival, turb~ne survival, survival 

to McNary Darn, and fish guidance efficiency (FGE) at McNary Darn. 

The following equation is applied to obtain the requisite sample 

sizes: 

(za/2 + z~) 2 [Pl (1 - Pl) + P2 (1 1- P2)] 
n 

(Pl - P2) 2 

where za/2 and z~ are standard normal variates corresponding to ex 

and ~ (for ex = 0.05 and ~ = 0.20) and Pl and P2 are recovery 

percentages for releases at locations 1 and~, respectively. 
I 

Sample sizes necessary to attain survival eSFimators with 

satisfactory precision have been Significantty reduced through 

the availability of individual fish identifi ation methods such 

l 
as the PIT tag. With further development, this may also be 

possible with the HI-Z Turb'n Tag. Other matking technologies in 

the research and development phase that coull enhance turbine 

survival investigations include an extended-Fange PIT-tag and an 

acoustic PIT-tag. 
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Table 2. --Sample sizes (n) necessary to comparei survival of yearling 
salmon released at Ice Harbor Dam eitlher in the sluiceway or 
in the turbines (for a = 0.05 and ~ J 0.20); Pl and pz are 
recovery percentages for releases at ~he sluiceway and the 
turbines, respectively. 

I 
Sluiceway Turbine Survival to FGE at pl pz n 
survival survival McNary McNary I 

0.98 0.99 0.95 0.75 0.i8 0.68 74,244 
0.98 0.99 0.95 0.65 O. 9 0.59 110,036 
0.98 0.99 0.90 0.75 0.,5 0.64 87,169 
0.98 0.99 0.90 0.65 0.~6 0.56 124,950 
0.98 0.97 0.95 0.75 0.~8 0.66 8,338 
0.98 0.97 0.95 0.65 0.i9 0.57 12,275 
0.98 0.97 0.90 0.75 0.~5 0.63 9,760 
0.98 0.97 0.90 0.65 0.~6 0.54 13,915 
0.98 0.95 0.95 0.75 0.~8 0.65 3,031 
0.98 0.95 0.95 0.65 0.59 0.56 4,434 
0.98 0.95 0.90 0.75 0.~5 0.61 3,538 
0.98 0.95 0.90 0.65 0.56 0.53 5,018 

0.85 0.99 0.95 0.75 0.~9 0.59 109,826 
0.85 0.99 0.95 0.65 0.::J1 0.51 151,092 
0.85 0.99 0.90 0.75 0.~56 0.56 124,727 
0.85 0.99 0.90 0.65 O. 9 0.48 168,287 
0.85 0.97 0.95 0.75 0'19 0.58 12,252 
0.85 0.97 0.95 0.65 0.~1 0.50 16,791 
0.85 0.97 0.90 0.75 0.~6 0.54 13,891 
0.85 0.97 0.90 0.65 0.~9 0.47 18,682 
0.85 0.95 0.95 0.75 0'19 0.56 4,426 
0.85 0.95 0.95 0.65 O.Sll 0.49 6,043 
0.85 0.95 0.90 0.75 0.5 6 0.53 5,010 
0.85 0.95 0.90 0.65 10.4 9 0.46 6,717 

1 

I 
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Biological Consideratio s 

Size, species, health and condition, anm degree of 

smoltification may all affect fish passage lnd survival. Fish 

size may influence the probability of contalt with turbine 

structures such as runner blades (Von Raben 1964), the strength 

and behavior of the fish (Bell 1981), and t e incidence of 

injuries from shear forces between two bodies of water with large 

differences in velocity (Groves 1972). Dif1erent species of fish 

may have different vertical distributions i9 the water column 

(Raymond and Bentley 1964; Long 1968, 1975; Swan et al. 1983) 

This might affect the percentage of fish guJded away from 

turbines into gatewells or the pathway thro gh the turbine (Long 

and Marquette 1967). Muir et al. (1988) det,ermined that degree 

of smoltification affected fish guidance, a~d that less smolted 

fish had a greater tendency to pass through urbines rather than 

bypass systems. Fish health and condition may affect fish 

guidance, and the physiological state of the fish post passage 

may affect survival. The susceptibility of fost-passage fish to 

predation, given the magnitude of the predation problem in dam 

tailraces, can lead to serious losses (Long rt al. 1968). 

In the absence of direct recovery methods, the assumptions of 

. I . ,
equal non-treatment mortallty and the random1mlXlng between test 

and control fish must be met for valid statistical analysis. 

Despite precautions taken to eliminate all ptssible differences, 

test and control populations will differ because of their prior 
I 

experience with or without turbine passage. Because of indirect 

mortalities sustained by the test group as a result of the 
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delayed effects of passage injury or predation, direct turbine 
I 

mortalities will be difficult to assess, ev n with a control 

population. A fish, temporarily disorientef because of turbine 

passage, might normally survive the tailrac, environment and 

proceed to the next dam if it were not cons med by a predator 

because of its weakened state. A mid-river release in 

conjunction with turbine and tailrace relea es similar to those 

reported by Ledgerwood et al. (1990) could ,e used to partition 

turbine passage effects and tailrace effectJ. 

I 
Other Considerations 

Physical variables affecting fish passage through turbines 

include the presence or absence of guidance Idevices within the 

turbine intakes and their effects on flow Thesed~namics. 
devices may affect flow through the intake, the wicket gate 

position, the forebay and tailwater levels, turbine efficiency, 

river discharge and temperature, tailrace cJaracteristics 

including frontroll and backroll, position lf the draft tube, 

presence of slack-water, and degree of powerrouse loading (Bell 

et al. 1967, Bell 1981). Eicher Associates (1987) presented an 

example of a list of turbine and experimenta characteristics 

that should be useful in describing and stanFardizing turbine 

survival experiments. I 
Specific turbine designs and operating rrgimeS can lead to 

different injury types. However, the cause-effect relationship 

will continue to be ill-defined given the pr~sent design of 

turbine survival experiments involving full-scale dams and 

indirect methods of recovery. There is a neld to determine 
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injury types related to turbine passage t~ ~ead toward 

improvements in turbine design and operatlohs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

' \, hThis review of past research b rlngs to :j..lg t certain key 

issues regarding turbine passage and surviv 1. These include: 

1) Turbine passage-survival estimates ror Columbia and Snake 

River dams are based on relatively few studies (nine in this 

review) . These survival estimates, taken a a whole, average 

approximately 90% per dam. 

2) Experimental methodologies, includi g release and 

recovery methods and choice of fish species, source, size, and 

general condition, varied from project to P1oject. 

3) Most turbine survival estimates werJ based on conditions 

which no longer exist because fish guidance devices were not yet 

installed at the time of these studies, turb'ne units were 

operated solely for power in the past, the cbmposition of migrant 

fish populations has changed, and predation as been recognized 

as a significant source of mortality. 

4) Turbine survival studies for Columbif and Snake River 

dams were narrow in scope and therefore lack~d the discriminatory 

' " fl, , . power to d etermlne lnJury types or causes 0 lnJurles. 

5) Passage conditions have been alteredlto the extent that 

indirect or delayed mortalities may now be tie predominant factor 

in overall survival. I 
6) Fundamental relationships between ph sical (i.e., turbine 

criteria and hydrographic conditions) and biJlogical variables 
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(i.e., fish species, size, condition, and h alth), as they relate 

to turbine passage and survival, have not been established. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) Develop biological design criteria for Jurbine design and 

operation. 

Biological criteria for major turbine-passage related 

variables should be determined. The effects of rapid changes in 

pressure and turbulence, and changes in velOrity relative to fish 

species, size, physiological state, and sourre should be 

examined. Passage routes under real and simrlated, optimal and 

sub-optimal, conditions should be evaluated. I 

In-river, full-size dams are inappropriare arenas for the 

determination of biological design criteria [or turbine design 

and operation. Long and Marquette (1967) su~gested that safe 

turbine passage will require several modificrtions to turbines, 

each perhaps resulting in a "small increase In survival." Given 

that the total improvement in survival will ~rObablY be 10% or 

I
less, their statement remains valid. Theref~re, because existing 

turbine-passage survival testing methodologi s lack the 

sensitivity to detect small differences amant effects, first 

attempts should be performed with computer m~deling techniques 

and simulation methods. Existing and future designs should be 

evaluated; results should then be confirmed lith turbine models 

and prototype systems under controlled operajing conditions such 

as those described by Cramer (1960). Testin' should then proceed 

to an intermediate-sized dam with full-sized turbines and 
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controllable conditions such as those at Big Cliff Dam, where 

direct recovery methods also could be perfoJmed. Final 

evaluation should be performed at appropriaJe dams in the 

Columbia and Snake Rivers using standardized testing
I 

methodologies. 

The development and potential application of new technologies 

1 , h d ' d' I ,such as 19 t etectlng an ranglng (LIDAR) and gated vldeo may 

permit direct observation of fish passage tJroUgh turbines. Only
I 

then will it be possible to establish definitive relationships 

between injury types and their causes, and subsequently, to 

determine biological criteria. 

2) Determine survival of fish passing thro~gh turbines at all 

dams with guidance devices in place. 

Concurrent with the development of bi010igiCal design 

criteria, research should be proceeding in srveral other 

directions. One of the most urgent needs is! the verification of 
I 

turbine survival estimates for all dams in the Columbia and Snake 
I 

River systems. Under present operating sCheres, this will 

require evaluation with and without normal apd extended STSs. To 

compare results from different dams, operatirg conditions such as 

forebay and tailwater elevations and blade argleS, as they relate 

to sigma, specific speed, and efficiency, shbuld be standardized 

between dams as much as possible. Species, size, condition, 

physiological state, and source of fish shou~d be evaluated 

carefully. If feasible, the same stock of flsh should be used to 

evaluate survival at different dams. Given hhe standardization 

of conditions, the generality or specificity of the results could 
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be determined. Finally, release and recovery 
I 

methods should be 

standardized. 

The application of promising new develowments which might 

permit direct recovery, such as the HI-Z Tulb'n Tag (Heisey et 

al. 1992), should be investigated. However1 evaluation of such 

new developments should follow a systematic and consistent plan 

to eliminate as many confounding variables Js possible. For 
I 

example, studies solely involving the passage of tagged fish 

through turbines cannot be relied upon excIJsiVelY for 
I 

determinations of feasibility and sUitabili~y of tags for 

survival estimations. A comprehensive eval~ation should involve 

a series of tests, such as those performed ~y Giorgi et al. 

(1988) in their study of the use of radio-tJ9s for juvenile 

salmonids. A similar testing program for th~ HI-Z Turb'n Tag 

could contain such elements as: 

I
a) The effects of pressure changes from\ simulated turbine 

passage on the survival of tagged vs. contro~ fish; 

b) Tag loss rates under simulated turbipe passage; and 
I 

c) The effects of tag size and weight or different sizes (or 

species) of salmonids for swimming behavior ~nd stamina, and the 

resultant effects on fish guidance efficienc~. 
Until a direct recovery method other thar direct recapture 

Vla nets is adopted, indirect recovery methotls should be used. A 

I
principal element in the protocol should be the use of PIT tags 

for fish-marking. Under certain conditions, Ithe effects of 

multi-dam passage could be evaluated. All aitempts should be 
I 

made to separate turbine effects from tailra¢e (principally
I 
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predation) effects. The paired-release app oach, with releases 

of test fish in the turbine intake followed by control fish in 

the tailrace and downriver (as reported by JedgerWOOd et al. 

1990), appears the most feasible approach pJesentlY available. 
I 

Because of the difference in condition betw4en test and control 

fish as a result of turbine passage, a refiiement to the approach 

would incorporate some prior stress to the dontrol fish. The 

nature and application of the stressor wou11 require additional 

investigation. Interception of test and control fish prior to 

. I.
the next downstream dam may be necessary If It appears that the 

random mixing may not occur. 
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